Background {#S0001}
==========

While only one region of the world, the Americas, has so far successfully eliminated measles, an increasing number of countries have been verified to have eliminated measles, and the momentum towards measles eradication is growing. The work of maintaining measles control, however, does not stop once measles elimination is verified. Measles elimination has significant implications for any public health system, which needs to sustain physician awareness, high immunization coverage, and elimination-standard surveillance in the face of almost no disease, as long as measles is still endemic anywhere in the world. The efforts required to sustain elimination and respond to cases of measles may not meet any of the normal cost-effectiveness criteria applied in other areas of public health. Such efforts emphasize the priority of achieving near-perfect immunization coverage to minimize the impact of imported measles. When no endemic measles virus is circulating, it can be challenging to convince parents to get their children vaccinated and to prompt clinicians to test febrile rash illnesses for measles. It can also be difficult to maintain laboratory proficiency and sustain resources for an immunization program.

In this context, sharing the experience of using different containment strategies in countries that have eliminated measles for some time is increasingly relevant to a greater number of countries. This article reviews the use of these strategies in selected countries, by examining the measles surveillance guidelines these are based on, as well as the authors\' experience. Specifically, we reviewed national measles surveillance guidelines from Australia,^[1](#CIT0001)^ Canada,^[2](#CIT0002)^ the United States,^[3](#CIT0003)^ and the measles elimination field guide prepared by the Pan American Health Organization for the Region of the Americas,^[4](#CIT0004)^ and published reports on measles outbreaks from these countries. These settings were selected because they have more than 60 years of combined experience being free of endemic measles.^[5](#CIT0005)-[8](#CIT0008)^ We discuss the evidence base for the strategies, the challenges faced when applying them, and the lessons learned on how to successfully implement them.

Outbreak response activities {#S0002}
============================

In elimination settings, a single measles case is a public health priority, and prompt identification and investigation of measles is important to help expedite outbreak control strategies. The following key activities need to be implemented as part of outbreak control, often simultaneously, necessitating coordinated responses by public health agencies ([Box 1](#box1) and [Figure 1](#F0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ 10.1080/21645515.2018.1474310-F0001Figure 1.Measles outbreak control strategies to limit measles virus transmission.Measles virus transmission and measles disease burden can be mitigated through vaccination of susceptible persons, administration of post-exposure prophylaxis (vaccine and immunoglobulin), and social distancing techniques (isolation, quarantine, and exclusion). In elimination settings, where general population immunity is high, outbreak response is prioritized in areas with high-risk of transmission or among persons at risk of severe disease. This simplified schematic is not meant to depict all complexities related to measles virus transmission or to public health interventions during measles outbreaks. Abbreviations: I = Immune; S = Susceptible; IG = Immunoglobulin; PEP = Post-exposure prophylaxis.

Box 1. Key public health activities in response to a measles outbreak. {#S0002-S2001}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

• Assemble an outbreak control team or response committee

• Determine coverage in affected and surrounding areas

• Enhance surveillance, i.e., active case-finding for additional cases

• Inform the public and other appropriate health authorities

• Educate case-patients and their contacts about the mode of transmission and on measures to minimize measles spread

• Proper case management, including administration of vitamin A as indicated

• Obtain specimens for laboratory confirmation and viral detection

• Implement control activities to limit virus transmission

○ Provide measles vaccine to unvaccinated persons

○ Assess immunity of contacts of cases, offer post-exposure prophylaxis (vaccine, immunoglobulin) to those susceptible

○ Implement isolation, quarantine, exclusion in households as needed

• Collect detailed data on cases and outbreak response

• Analyze and summarize outbreak, including other available surveillance and measles vaccine coverage data, to determine whether there is evidence of population immunity gaps that require public health action; disseminate these findings to pertinent stakeholders

Note: Adapted from "Steps in response to a measles outbreak" in reference 4.

Because outbreak response is a broad logistical undertaking that requires considerable planning, preemptive or early **assembly of a rapid response team or outbreak control committee** is needed.^[9](#CIT0009)-[12](#CIT0012)^ Depending on the context and potential extent of the outbreak, these teams are composed of experts and stakeholders from local, regional, and national health departments and laboratories, local hospitals, and affected institutions or facilities. As with all emergency response teams, establishing and maintaining partnerships among members of the committee through routine training and emergency planning activities can help the committee work effectively once an outbreak occurs.^[11](#CIT0011)^ At the outset, based on the capacity of the public health infrastructure (e.g., quality of surveillance, laboratory capacity), these committees can help determine the need for additional resources. The committees also assign responsibilities (e.g., identify a team leader for case investigations), decide on the implementation of containment strategies, and update local authorities and each other regularly on control activities.^[3](#CIT0003)^ Local personnel who are adequately trained in reporting and investigating outbreaks and are familiar with the affected population, or who have established relationships with leaders in the community, can contribute greatly to the decision-making process.^[10](#CIT0010),[12](#CIT0012),[13](#CIT0013)^

Once a case is detected, the **risk of further transmission needs to be determined**. Identifying exposed individuals at risk for severe disease who may benefit from post-exposure prophylaxis---including infants, unvaccinated pregnant women, and severely immunocompromised individuals---is a priority. A rapid assessment of factors that could contribute to virus spread at the local level, principally an evaluation of available vaccination coverage data in the affected population and in surrounding communities, should also be completed. Immunization registry data, for example, has recently been used to identify areas and/or groups with low measles vaccine uptake.^[13](#CIT0013)-[15](#CIT0015)^ When coverage data are unavailable, the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) recommends use of Rapid Coverage Monitoring (RCM), an assessment tool that helps local managers identify areas where vaccination may be suboptimal.^[16](#CIT0016)^ Other factors that might influence the risk for an outbreak include the size and population density of the affected community, and other contextual issues such as acceptability of vaccination in certain groups. Both statistical and mathematical modeling tools that leverage demographic, coverage, and case-based surveillance data have been developed to detect at-risk areas, either preemptively, or in the early stages of outbreaks.^[17](#CIT0017)-[19](#CIT0019)^

**Surveillance should be augmented to search for additional cases** and to assure the timely diagnosis of measles. The primary approach to enhancing surveillance is to increase awareness of local transmission. Commonly, physicians, emergency departments, laboratories, and schools/other educational facilities serving the affected community are alerted to the possibility of further cases, engaged to be part of active surveillance, and encouraged to notify suspected and confirmed cases to local health departments. Providers can be notified directly in person or via phone calls, or more broadly through epidemiological alerts that are sent by national, state, or local public health authorities via e-mail distribution systems. Previously unreported cases may be identified by reviewing emergency room attendance logs and electronic medical or laboratory records.^[20](#CIT0020)^ Active case-finding may also be conducted in the community, preferably using a photo of a measles rash, to facilitate recognition. Both institutional and community case-finding are important in areas with low vaccination coverage and where underreporting may occur. Active surveillance is continued for at least one maximum incubation period after rash onset in the last case, at which time the outbreak may be defined as over (e.g., 18 days after rash onset in the last case, see [Table 1](#T0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ 10.1080/21645515.2018.1474310-T0001Table 1.General guidance for measles outbreak control in four elimination settings.StrategyUnited StatesCanadaAustraliaPAHOIsolation of case-patients• Through 4 days after rash onset• Through 4 days after rash onset• From onset of symptoms through 4 days after rash onset• Through 5 days after rash onset  • Self-isolate at home• Self-isolate at home• At homeQuarantining (at home) of *exposed* susceptible contactsConsider: Immune status and level of risk of person, setting (unvaccinated or high-risk population)NSNSNS • Voluntary   "Exclusion" of *exposed* susceptible contacts from specific high-risk settings• Through 21 days after rash onset in last case• ≥5 days after first to ≤21 days after last exposure• Through 18 days after last exposureNS • Affected institution (e.g., school, daycare)• Childcare, schools, and post-secondary educational institutions; other• Early childhood education and care services, and primary schools; other Exclusion from outbreak area of *non-exposed* susceptible persons• Through 21 days after rash onset in last caseNS• Through 14 days after rash onset in last caseNS   • Early childhood education and care services, and primary schools Monitoring for compliance with isolation, quarantining, exclusion• At discretion of health departmentNS• Daily phone callΝSPost-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) of susceptible contacts    -Vaccine• ≤72 hours of first exposure^,^• ≤72 hours of exposure^,^• ≤72 hours of first exposure^,^• ≤72 hours of exposure-Immunoglobulin (IG) administration• ≤6 days of exposure• \>72 hours to ≤6 days of exposure• \>72 hours to ≤6 days of exposureNSCommunity-wide non-targeted vaccination• Rarely indicated• Extent based on objective (e.g., limit secondary cases or spread in community), feasibility, level of risk• To minimize ongoing transmission in defined groups of exposed susceptible people, where it is too late or not feasible to identify individuals who need PEP• Target pockets of susceptible infants and children (all susceptible children aged 1--15 years) • Targeted clinics to reach affected population preferred  • The largest possible area should be coveredVaccination of infants aged 6--11 months as an outbreak control measure• If many cases among infants aged \<12 monthsNSNS• If many cases among infants aged \<12 monthsPrioritization of IG for susceptible contacts at high risk of complications, and for whom vaccine is contraindicated• Infants, pregnant women, severely immunocompromised individuals• Infants, pregnant women, severely immunocompromised individuals• Infants, pregnant women, immunocompromised individuals, healthcare workers, close personal (e.g., household) contactsNSMay return after timely vaccine PEP• To childcare, school, work• To childcare, schools, and post-secondary educational institutions; other• To early childhood education and care services, and primary schoolsNSMay return after timely IG PEP• To childcare, school, work; consider the immune status and intensity of contact in the setting, and presence of high risk individuals• To childcare, schools, and post-secondary educational institutions; other• To early childhood education and care services, and primary schoolsNSLaboratory confirmation• Both IgM and PCR recommended• Both IgM and PCR recommended• Both IgM and PCR recommended• Both IgM and PCR recommendedPreferred specimen and timing• Serum at first contact• Serum at first contact• Serum \<1 week after rash onset• Serum at first contact • Nasopharyngeal (NP) or throat swab ≤72 hours after rash onset• NP swabs ≤4 after rash onset• NP aspirate or throat swab and first catch urine \<1 week after rash onset• Throat swab, NP swab/aspirate at first contactGenotyping• To distinguish between wild-type and vaccine strains in recently vaccinated (within 21 days) with fever/rash• To distinguish between wild-type and vaccine strains in recently vaccinated (within 2--3 weeks) with fever/rash• To distinguish between wild-type and vaccine strains in recently vaccinated with fever/rash• ≥1 case in each transmission chain  • Representative cases of all outbreaks• ≥1 case in each transmission chain Active surveillance, outbreak cessation• 42 days after rash onset in last case32 days after rash onset in last case18 days after rash onset in last case• 21 days after rash onset in last case[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9][^10][^11][^12][^13][^14][^15]

**Communicating with the public and other health authorities** is essential to raise awareness of the risk of measles. For example, when exposures occur in large venues (such as restaurants, malls, or cinemas) or on public transport, the number exposed and the level of risk is uncertain. Thus, in lieu of individual contact tracing, informing the public about a potential exposure may improve case-finding.^[3](#CIT0003)^ The public can be updated on the outbreak status and alerted of potential exposures in a variety of ways, including press briefings, media releases, notices on health department websites, forums involving community leaders, flyers posted at exposure sites, advertisements, or social media posts.^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ Public communication should aim to provide consistent and clear information that is timely and frequent.^[11](#CIT0011)^ Most of the time, the affected jurisdiction is responsible for leading this communication. When cases or contacts have the potential to involve multiple jurisdictions, including neighboring states or countries through travel, cross border notifications are sent to corresponding health authorities so that appropriate follow-up is done; these may involve international health regulation (IHR) notifications.^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^

Where appropriate, **cases or their caregivers should be educated about the mode of transmission**, **infectious period, and measures to minimize the spread of measles**. Preferably this advice is given as printed materials (fact sheets are often developed for this purpose).^[1](#CIT0001)^ Dedicated measles phone lines may be set up to provide guidance to the public.^[11](#CIT0011),[12](#CIT0012)^ Exposed persons are counseled to be watchful for measles compatible symptoms, and are given steps to follow if illness develops (e.g., how and where to seek medical evaluation without unnecessarily exposing other community members, including calling ahead of coming to a healthcare facility so that they can be isolated on arrival). More generally, measles outbreaks serve as a reminder of the risk of not vaccinating, and can be used by health authorities to promote vaccination and increase coverage.

Efforts need to be made to **obtain clinical specimens for confirmation of disease** in all suspected cases **and for viral molecular detection** and genotyping. The latter is an essential activity after elimination, because molecular epidemiology can help identify the origin of the outbreak (i.e., the source region/country from where the virus was imported), differentiate among separate chains of measles virus transmission, and distinguish between wild-type virus and the vaccine strain in recently vaccinated persons presenting with rash.

**Measures to curtail the spread of measles** include **offering vaccination to non-immune individuals and post-exposure prophylaxis (vaccine or immunoglobulin) to susceptible contacts**. Consideration should be given to the availability of immunoglobulin and vaccine and on the need for procurement. It is desirable to offer prophylaxis to those persons exposed in all settings visited by a case, although it is usually necessary to prioritize based on the level of risk and the potential for severe disease. There should be discussions regarding the locations where vaccination and post-exposure prophylaxis may be administered, and strategies on contacting hard-to-reach individuals, e.g., vaccination clinics at the health department versus door-to-door vaccination. Social distancing (isolation, quarantining, and exclusion)[^a^](#FN0001) [^16] and symptom monitoring might also be employed. During outbreaks, jurisdictions may consider postponing social or religious events that may propagate the disease, or use these gatherings as an opportunity to educate the public about the occurrence of measles and its associated risks.^[2](#CIT0002)^

**Pertinent demographic, clinical, and epidemiological data must be gathered** during interviews of cases (or their parents or caregivers). Interviews are recommended to be completed within the first 48 hours after case identification.^[4](#CIT0004)^ Optimally, case data is collected using measles investigation forms,^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ and periodically entered into a database. Use of investigation forms allow for the systematic collection of key surveillance variables (e.g., the vaccination status of measles cases). Use of a logbook (e.g., an electronic spreadsheet) listing all confirmed, suspected, and discarded cases, and their corresponding information and pending actions, is also recommended to keep track of contact investigations.^[3](#CIT0003)^ Thorough field investigation of cases and contacts is pivotal for identification of transmission networks and patterns of spread, and it helps determine the scope of vaccination and rapid response activities. Careful documentation of the number of vaccine doses and courses of immunoglobulin given, the total number of contacts per case, and information on the isolation and quarantine measures implemented during the response, is essential for assessing the effectiveness and impact of control measures.

An **analysis of outbreak notification and response data** should be done at the end of each outbreak. Much can be learned from measles outbreaks, especially in describing pockets of under-immunized people that may require targeted preventive efforts,^[27](#CIT0027)^ and in documenting response strategies that were successful in limiting measles spread. Data from elimination settings indicate that the characteristics of unvaccinated populations are diverse; they may be faith-based groups,^[12](#CIT0012)^ ethnic subpopulations,^[14](#CIT0014),[28](#CIT0028)^ and certain age-cohorts^[29](#CIT0029)^ or members of a socioeconomic strata^[30](#CIT0030)^ that experienced lower immunization coverage historically. As such, preventive and response measures should be tailored to each population to be effective. Characterizing susceptible communities and response strategies can help pinpoint vulnerable groups, narrow measles immunity gaps, and optimize public health interventions. Such analysis can be strengthened greatly by having both numerator and denominator data on the number vaccinated. This enables coverage to be calculated for specific communities, such as groups that are under vaccinated due to religious or philosophical reasons,^[14](#CIT0014)^ and efforts should be made to develop such data as these data are not widely available. Costs incurred by the public health sector during the response, or even a full economic evaluation, are also of interest.^[30](#CIT0030)-[32](#CIT0032)^ Finally, data from social media and search engines have been used to measure public measles vaccine confidence and the effectiveness of communication strategies during measles outbreaks,^[23](#CIT0023)-[26](#CIT0026)^ and might also be helpful for the early detection of outbreaks and to monitor disease spread, as has been done for other pathogens.^[21](#CIT0021),[22](#CIT0022)^ Findings from these analyses should be disseminated to relevant stakeholders, e.g., frontline clinicians involved in the response, state or national public health authorities responsible for identifying and closing immunity gaps, and policy makers.

Containment strategies --- guidance, evidence, challenges and special considerations {#S0003}
====================================================================================

Isolation of measles cases while infectious {#S0003-S2001}
-------------------------------------------

### Guidance {#S0003-S2001-S3001}

A strategy to prevent further transmission of measles virus from a suspected case is isolation of the infected individual until he/she is either no longer contagious or until measles has been ruled out. The recommended length of time during which a person infected with measles should be isolated is based on the period of communicability of the virus, and is described as the number of days before and after the date of rash onset, when the amount of measles virus present in respiratory secretions is expected to be highest. This is generally accepted to be from the fourth day before rash onset (or 24 hours prior to the onset of prodromal symptoms), until at least the fourth day after rash onset, with the date of rash onset considered as day zero.^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^

Guidelines from elimination settings[^b^](#FN0002) [^17] recommend that individuals with measles (including suspected cases) self-isolate at home, i.e., remain in their residence and away from non-household contacts through the fourth (or fifth) day after rash onset ([Table 1](#T0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ During isolation, household visits are generally discouraged and are restricted to vaccinated persons, if inevitable.^[1](#CIT0001)^

### Evidence {#S0003-S2001-S3002}

No studies have directly quantified the effectiveness of isolation during outbreaks. A simulation study, however, suggests that voluntary isolation and home quarantine were particularly important in reducing secondary transmissions from index cases and the risk of an outbreak in an elimination setting.^[33](#CIT0033)^

### Challenges {#S0003-S2001-S3003}

In elimination settings, at least in theory, prompt isolation of each imported case, combined with rapid and thorough follow up (and quarantining or exclusion) of those exposed before the imported case was recognized, could prevent outbreaks altogether. However, this is complicated by the fact that measles virus transmission occurs before appearance of the typical rash, and invariably requires a high index of suspicion for measles among health practitioners, as well as high-quality contact investigations and surveillance to capture all cases in each transmission chain.

At times, despite careful epidemiological investigations, the source patient (i.e., the imported case) is never identified, indicating exposures occurred before the index (or first-identified) cases were recognized.^[13](#CIT0013),[34](#CIT0034),[35](#CIT0035)^ Although challenging, identification of each measles imported case---at least retrospectively---is of utmost importance in elimination settings. When the source of an outbreak is not detected, the number of generations of spread prior to identification of the index case(s) may be unknown.^[13](#CIT0013),[34](#CIT0034)^ Detection of measles virus introductions is a requirement for verification of elimination status^[34](#CIT0034)^ and is a key indicator of the adequacy of a measles surveillance system (WHO\'s target is for ≥80% of confirmed cases to have the source of infection identified).^[36](#CIT0036)^

Although attempts are made during isolation to avoid contact with susceptible family members (e.g., infants and unvaccinated adults), this is often not possible, as exposure might have already occurred by the time measles is suspected or confirmed in the household. In a recent outbreak in Switzerland, for example, six occurrences of secondary transmission from 50 isolated cases were limited to household contacts.^[37](#CIT0037)^ However, timely quarantine of exposed susceptible family members of a case can reduce the risk that measles will spread outside the home.

Additional challenges with isolating cases while contagious relate to issues of compliance and costs, e.g., loss of income, work absences. These are discussed in more detail in the context of exclusion and quarantining below.

### Special considerations {#S0003-S2001-S3004}

A few specific scenarios related to the isolation of infectious persons need to be considered.

First, it is possible that a previously vaccinated person could nevertheless become infected with measles virus, e.g., they did not respond immunologically to the vaccine (primary vaccine failure) or their antibodies might have waned over time (secondary vaccine failure). The latter usually occurs during outbreaks in intense contact settings, and these cases may be partially protected from disease, often have a milder presentation, and may be difficult to diagnose.^[38](#CIT0038),[39](#CIT0039)^ Their ability to transmit virus, however, is thought to be greatly diminished, as subsequent spread of measles from a person with prior immunity has rarely been documented.^[38](#CIT0038),[40](#CIT0040),[41](#CIT0041)^ Because primary versus secondary vaccine failure cases cannot be readily distinguished without specialized testing and cases with a past immunologic response to measles might be contagious,^[38](#CIT0038)^ any person with confirmed measles, regardless of vaccination status, is recommended to be isolated for the duration of the infectious period.^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ (Of note, transmission from previously immune individuals is of great interest and has important implications for sustaining elimination; studying such transmission requires clinical specimens and specialized laboratory investigations.)

Second, persons with an underlying condition that results in a compromised immune state may have severe and prolonged disease, and may shed the virus for a longer period of time; measles RNA has been detected in specimens obtained more than 30 days after rash onset in children infected with HIV.^[42](#CIT0042)^ Additional precautions are thus considered for immunocompromised persons, including maintaining isolation for the duration of their illness.^[2](#CIT0002)^

Third, when an infectious or potentially infectious person requires medical attention (e.g., a susceptible contact in quarantine who develops measles-like symptoms), it is advised that either a home visit be arranged or that the person call ahead before visiting a clinic or emergency department. This ensures appropriate precautions are in place before the medical encounter to prevent infection of others in healthcare facilities.^[1](#CIT0001)^

Exclusion and quarantining of individuals without presumptive evidence of immunity {#S0003-S2002}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Guidance {#S0003-S2002-S3001}

Exclusion of susceptible individuals from outbreak settings is used to protect those individuals from potential exposure to a disease and to reduce the risk they become infected themselves and subsequently transmit the disease to others. Similarly, quarantining aims to limit disease transmission by separating and restricting the movement of asymptomatic individuals who are exposed to a disease and are expected to become infectious (i.e., are susceptible).^[43](#CIT0043),[44](#CIT0044)^ In measles elimination settings, the extent to which exclusion and/or quarantining of non-immune persons is recommended, legislated, and employed to contain measles outbreaks varies ([Table 1](#T0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^ Quarantining of exposed persons, for example, is only explicitly mentioned in U.S. and Australian measles outbreak control guideline;s^[1](#CIT0001),[3](#CIT0003)^ national Canadian guidelines discuss "isolation" of susceptible exposed persons,^[2](#CIT0002)^ and this is legislated in some Canadian provinces and territories (e.g., in Ontario).^[45](#CIT0045)^ Australian, Canadian, and U.S. control guidelines, as well as public health legislation in certain Australian states, emphasize 'exclusion' (as opposed to quarantining) of susceptible contacts from specific high-risk settings (e.g., school, child care, and healthcare facilities), where they could transmit the virus, including to individuals at risk of severe disease (e.g., infants, immunocompromised people). Exclusion of susceptible persons from an outbreak area, generally until one incubation period after the onset of rash in the last case, is advised in U.S., Canadian, and Australian control guidelines.

Quarantine is typically recommended for individuals exposed to measles who do not receive post-exposure prophylaxis and who cannot provide adequate evidence of presumptive immunity (i.e., documentation of vaccination, laboratory evidence of immunity \[i.e., a positive serologic test for measles-specific IgG\], birth before their respective country\'s measles vaccination program was initiated, or laboratory confirmation of disease).^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^ For measles, quarantine implies that a person should remain at home (or other location, but separated from others) with no non-immune visitors, for the duration of an incubation period,^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^ or until evidence of immunity can be produced. During the quarantine period, health officials may periodically monitor the individual(s) for symptoms via phone and/or home visits or instruct them to report any symptoms compatible with measles to local health departments ([Table 1](#T0001)). Quarantine may come in the form of a mandated legal order or, more often, as a recommendation for voluntary quarantine at home. Voluntary quarantine is better aligned with the concept of modern quarantine, which recognizes the importance of respecting civil liberties, as well as the use of the least restrictive means necessary to achieve a public health goal.^[44](#CIT0044),[46](#CIT0046)^ Alternatively, other social distancing strategies---such as avoidance of public places, limiting contact with others, and excluding non-immune persons from outbreak and/or specific high risk settings---are less restrictive than quarantine and may reduce the risk of transmission.^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003),[44](#CIT0044),[46](#CIT0046)^ Measles control guidelines in elimination settings discuss quarantine and exclusion as tools that can be used and enforced at the country\'s or jurisdiction\'s discretion.^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003),[47](#CIT0047)^

### Evidence {#S0003-S2002-S3002}

Few reports have assessed the impact of quarantine, exclusion, and other social distancing strategies on measles outbreak control, and it is often difficult to quantify their individual effectiveness due to lack of specific data, or because of the confounding effects of other concurrent interventions like vaccination.^[11](#CIT0011),[12](#CIT0012),[14](#CIT0014),[30](#CIT0030),[48](#CIT0048)-[50](#CIT0050)^ Limited evidence suggests that using quarantine for non-immune close contacts of cases may considerably reduce the number of secondary cases from these contacts. During an outbreak in Geneva, an 18-day quarantine recommendation resulted in 6 secondary cases from 50 quarantined cases, compared to 81 secondary cases from 173 non-quarantined cases (relative risk: 0.26; 95% CI: 0.06--0.65).^[37](#CIT0037)^ A modeling study simulating a measles outbreak in a synthetic population, which mimicked the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of a highly vaccinated county in California, implies that home quarantine and voluntary isolation, when combined with post-exposure vaccine or immunoglobulin administration, had the largest impact in reducing measles transmission during an outbreak.^[33](#CIT0033)^

### Challenges {#S0003-S2002-S3003}

Exclusion and quarantine are theoretically ideal containment strategies for measles, because they immediately reduce the number of contacts with susceptible individuals that each ill individual makes. Their real-world application, however, comes with significant logistical challenges and costs.

First, the crucial task of determining who is not immune is complicated. Susceptibility to measles is easy to identify in certain groups, such as infants, persons who have religious or philosophical reasons for not being vaccinated and those who are medically contraindicated to receive measles vaccine. Similarly, older adults born before vaccine introduction, when measles was still endemic, are likely to have been infected naturally and therefore are presumed to be immune; this assumption works fairly well for measles control in eliminations settings.^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ However, many other adults who could be immune might lack verifiable vaccine information^[51](#CIT0051)^ and might not be able to obtain records quickly. These individuals might not understand why they are in quarantine, especially if they are not experiencing symptoms.^[1](#CIT0001),[46](#CIT0046)^

Second, verifying compliance and monitoring individuals for symptoms while in quarantine (or in isolation) is resource-intensive for health authorities.^[3](#CIT0003),[49](#CIT0049)^ This can be particularly challenging in some close-knit communities, where some parents believe that their children may benefit from natural exposure to measles^[52](#CIT0052)^; they may consider having "measles parties" to increase the risk of transmission from infectious to vulnerable children. Laws concerning quarantine differ between countries and regions, and some jurisdictions may not have the legal authority to serve or enforce a quarantine order.^[1](#CIT0001)^ Those that can enforce mandated quarantine orders occasionally require the aid of law enforcement,^[48](#CIT0048),[49](#CIT0049)^ which drives cost even further. Logistical challenges may arise when the jurisdiction issuing the order is legally obligated to provide essential services (food, shelter, access to medical care, and medications) or other provisions during the quarantine period. The quarantine of individuals living in homeless shelters or communal living facilities presents an additional challenge to health authorities, as shared living spaces make quarantine compliance nearly impossible.^[14](#CIT0014)^ In certain circumstances, enforcing quarantine may be counterproductive, in that it may discourage disease reporting and erode public confidence.

Third, quarantine is also expensive for families, who may experience psychological distress, loss of income due to work absences, and/or the additional cost of child or dependent care.^[30](#CIT0030),[53](#CIT0053)^ During a measles outbreak in California in 2008, for example, families incurred an estimated cost of \$775 per quarantined child.^[30](#CIT0030)^

### Special considerations {#S0003-S2002-S3004}

The use of exclusion and quarantine of non-immune individuals is likely effective in limiting the spread of measles during outbreaks in elimination settings.^[33](#CIT0033),[37](#CIT0037)^ As with other measles control measures, when considering the use of these strategies, the risk of transmission in the community (e.g., measles vaccine coverage, degree of contact among individuals), as well as the risk for severe disease (e.g., among immunocompromised individuals and infants) should be assessed and balanced against the high monetary cost and the ethical and logistical challenges inherent in these interventions ([Table 2](#T0002)).^[46](#CIT0046)^ 10.1080/21645515.2018.1474310-T0002Table 2.Factors to consider when deciding on the extent of public health interventions during measles outbreaks in elimination settings.What is the public health objective? • Abort or modify the clinical course of the illness (e.g., post-exposure prophylaxis) • Limit spread in the community (e.g., community-wide vaccination campaign, use of isolation, quarantining)Considerations for tailoring response to the particular outbreak • Feasibility of the intervention ○ Community engagement, acceptability ○ Healthcare infrastructure, public health capacity ○ Availability of resources (vaccine, cold chain, promotional materials) ○ Cost • Risk of spread in affected (and surrounding) communities ○ Size of the community ○ Baseline vaccination coverage (within and surrounding the affected community) ○ Population density, rates of contact (rural vs. urban, closed populations) ○ Patterns of movement/travel • Risk to persons prone to severe disease ○ Unvaccinated infants, susceptible pregnant women, severely immunocompromised individualsSpecifics of the intervention • Timeliness: Prompt case recognition, reporting, investigation, and vaccination of susceptible contacts can limit spread • Target coverage (e.g., vaccination of \>80% of target population) • Target age range: ○ Age groups with highest attack rates vs. all ages ○ If burden is high among infants \<12 months of age, measles vaccination of infants as young as 6 months of age should be considered • Selective versus non-selective: ○ Unvaccinated only vs. all, regardless of vaccination status ○ Exposed only vs. exposed and non-exposed • Spatial scale ○ High-risk areas (households, healthcare institutions, schools/colleges, churches, border areas other populated/peri-urban settings) vs. entire community • Outreach: ○ Referral to healthcare provider or local hospital for vaccination or immunoglobulin ○ Vaccination clinics at health departments ○ Community outreach (e.g., door-to-door vaccination)

Vaccination of susceptible individuals {#S0003-S2003}
--------------------------------------

### Guidance and evidence {#S0003-S2003-S3001}

Vaccination of non-immune individuals is considered the key strategy in limiting the spread of measles during outbreaks. At the individual level, administration of measles vaccine within 72 hours of initial exposure may avert or modify the clinical course of the illness, and is generally recommended as a preventive tool in elimination settings ([Table 1](#T0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ Recent studies have confirmed a benefit from this intervention, with effectiveness of post-exposure immunization ranging between 91%--100%,^[54](#CIT0054),[55](#CIT0055)^ corroborating observations made in the pre-elimination era.^[56](#CIT0056)-[59](#CIT0059)^ Two studies showing no protection from vaccine prophylaxis were limited by a small sample size^[60](#CIT0060)^ or by delayed vaccine administration in relation to measles exposure.^[61](#CIT0061)^

Wider use of this control measure may also affect disease transmission at the community level, by directly reducing the number of secondary measles cases and by increasing immunity to levels that impede sustained spread. Although this has not been evaluated systematically, evidence supporting supplementary vaccination activities during outbreaks is accumulating.^[62](#CIT0062)^ In studies of varying design and in diverse settings, broad and early implementation of vaccination has been associated with shorter outbreak durations,^[63](#CIT0063)^ smaller outbreak sizes as determined by mathematical models,^[64](#CIT0064),[65](#CIT0065)^ alterations in the shape of epidemic curves and reductions in incident cases,^[12](#CIT0012),[66](#CIT0066),[67](#CIT0067)^ lower than expected morbidity and mortality,^[66](#CIT0066),[68](#CIT0068)^ and partial or complete avoidance of outbreaks in closed populations.^[69](#CIT0069),[70](#CIT0070)^ Yet, in evaluating measles virus transmissibility during outbreaks, it is often difficult to disentangle the relative effects of reactive immunization versus a depletion of susceptible persons from natural infection, or the effects of other control measures (isolation of cases, quarantining or exclusion of susceptible contacts) and of community behavior (e.g., staying home due to illness). Likewise, more studies are needed to evaluate the starting conditions that may influence the success of vaccination efforts; these conditions might include the size and density of the susceptible group, measles immunization coverage within and surrounding the affected community, the timing of interventions, and the age cohorts targeted.

### Challenges {#S0003-S2003-S3002}

When vaccination is directed to individuals known to have been exposed to measles, the primary challenge is the timely administration of the vaccine to those susceptible contacts, since measles cases can be infectious for four days before the characteristic rash develops and measles is recognized.^[54](#CIT0054)^ Thus, successful implementation of this strategy requires a close working relationship between healthcare providers and public health specialists and the rapid identification and reporting of cases through active surveillance.^[54](#CIT0054),[55](#CIT0055)^

Importantly, wider non-selective immunization, as in a mass vaccination campaign, implies that vaccination may reach at-risk individuals before potential exposure, as has been suggested in recent outbreaks.^[12](#CIT0012),[71](#CIT0071)^ As expected, doses of measles vaccine given during outbreaks have been shown to be more effective when administered during pre-exposure compared with post-exposure periods (effectiveness of 79% vs. 50%, respectively).^[71](#CIT0071)^ Also, children vaccinated more than 14 days before rash onset, i.e., before or around the time of exposure, have lower rates of complications and death.^[72](#CIT0072)^ Finally, community-wide vaccination helps ensure susceptible groups are up to date with vaccine requirements, closing immunity gaps and increasing herd immunity.^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^

### Special considerations {#S0003-S2003-S3003}

While non-selective immunization activities are recommended by WHO in countries with mortality reduction goals (if the risk of a large outbreak is high and capacity is sufficient),^[9](#CIT0009)^ such activities have not been as strongly endorsed in elimination settings, where baseline vaccination levels are high and outbreaks occur in defined pockets of under-immunization ([Table 1](#T0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ A few studies suggest that, in highly vaccinated populations with low measles incidence, targeted campaigns (e.g., campaigns aimed at low coverage areas within a given population, or towards age groups with the highest number of cases) may be of greater benefit.^[73](#CIT0073),[74](#CIT0074)^ Per U.S. and PAHO guidelines, for example, lowering the age of the first dose to 6 months of age as an outbreak control measure is dictated by whether or not there are cases among infants aged \<12 months of age ([Table 1](#T0001)).

Because vaccination campaigns are costly and resource intensive for public health agencies,^[31](#CIT0031),[75](#CIT0075)^ deciding on the extent of immunization efforts in these settings should be based on several factors, including the strength of the healthcare infrastructure, the overall risk in the affected subpopulation, and the receptiveness of the community to such an intervention ([Table 2](#T0002)). In the latter, delivering outbreak response strategies through culturally suitable approaches (e.g., involving community and spiritual leaders, interpreters, and local public health advisors) is key for their success.^[11](#CIT0011)-[13](#CIT0013),[76](#CIT0076),[77](#CIT0077)^

Use of immunoglobulin to prevent measles in exposed susceptible persons {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

### Guidance {#S0003-S2004-S3001}

Human immunoglobulin (IG) is prepared from plasma pools derived from thousands of donors and provides passive protection via antibodies against measles. When IG is administered to susceptible persons within six days of initial exposure, it may provide protection or modify the clinical course of the disease ([Table 1](#T0001)). Priority is given to individuals without evidence of immunity for whom the risk of severe disease or measles complications is highest; this includes immunocompromised persons, pregnant women, and infants too young to be vaccinated ([Table 1](#T0001)). IG prophylaxis can also be considered for other non-immune persons who were exposed through intense or prolonged contact (e.g., in a household, daycare, school, or hospital).^[1](#CIT0001),[3](#CIT0003)^

Severely immunocompromised persons are recommended to receive IG regardless of previous vaccination history, since they may still be at risk for developing measles and/or its complications. Infants as young as 6--11 months can be given measles vaccine in place of IG, as long as it is administered within 72 hours of exposure.^[78](#CIT0078)^ Due to the presence of circulating maternal antibodies, infants \<6 months of age may be at lower risk of disease compared to older infants aged 6--11 months. This differential risk, however, may no longer be as evident, given that women of childbearing age now develop immunity almost exclusively from vaccination, which results in lower levels of protective antibodies when compared to immunity following natural infection.^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^

The potency of different IG products varies by country, thus country-specific guidelines should be consulted when determining dosage regimens.^[79](#CIT0079)^ Typically recommended doses for IG administered intramuscularly (IGIM) range from 0.2 mL to 0.5 mL/kg body weight.^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^ The maximum volume recommended for IGIM is 15mL, thus IGIM may provide less protection if administered to older children or adults who weigh more than 30 kg.^[78](#CIT0078)^ In part due to these volume limitations, U.S. guidelines recommend IG be administered intravenously (IGIV) to severely immunocompromised persons and susceptible pregnant women exposed to measles.^[78](#CIT0078)^ The recommended dose of IGIV is 400 mg/kg body weight.^[78](#CIT0078)^ Of note, patients already receiving subcutaneous immunoglobulin (IGSC) or IGIV therapy are considered protected if, respectively, at least 200 mg/kg body weight was administered for two consecutive weeks, and 400 mg/kg body weight was administered within 3 weeks, before measles exposure.^[78](#CIT0078)^

### Evidence {#S0003-S2004-S3002}

There is some evidence regarding the effectiveness of IG for disease prevention. Of 13 studies included in a recent meta-analysis, two non-randomized control trials compared gamma globulin to no treatment (the remaining studies used other IG products such as convalescent or adult sera, or had control groups with interventions such as vaccine or other IG products). The combined risk ratio of these two studies was 0.17 (95% CI: 0.08--0.36), demonstrating an 83% decreased risk for measles among persons who receive IG compared with no treatment.^[80](#CIT0080)^

Assessments of the effectiveness of IG prophylaxis during outbreaks have been possible given the narrow administration window and the prioritization of high-risk individuals, which means that some susceptible contacts will inevitably not receive IG. In recent outbreaks in the United States and Canada, the effectiveness of IG in preventing clinical disease was estimated to be 100% and 69%, respectively, when administered within six days of exposure.^[81](#CIT0081),[82](#CIT0082)^ The benefit of IG prophylaxis in preventing measles among (almost all) recipients has also been demonstrated after exposures in various healthcare settings (e.g., in a waiting room, hospital, neonatal intensive care unit, and general pediatric and obstetric wards),^[83](#CIT0083)-[86](#CIT0086)^ where effective preventive strategies are crucial.

### Challenges {#S0003-S2004-S3003}

Although data supports the use of IG as post-exposure prophylaxis, the effectiveness of IG varies by the potency of the IG lot, with higher antibody levels correlating with greater decrease of measles risk.^[87](#CIT0087)^ In elimination settings, where there is limited exposure to wild-type measles virus, antibody levels in donor pools are primarily driven by vaccination, and measles-specific antibody concentrations have been decreasing over the years. This, combined with the volume restrictions of IGIM, may make administration of IGIM insufficient for older children and adults, and has important implications for optimal dosing recommendations. In 2013, for example, the U.S. Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices increased the recommended dose of IGIM to 0.5 mL/kg (from 0.25 mL/kg), because of lower antibody concentrations in IGIM in the post-elimination era.^[78](#CIT0078)^ A potential need to increase the recommended IGIM prophylaxis dose has also been suggested in other elimination settings.^[82](#CIT0082)^

As with vaccine, timely administration of IG as post-exposure prophylaxis within the six-day window is a challenge. In addition, persons who received IG may still develop measles, although the incubation period might be prolonged and their illness presentation may be unusual. Maintaining a high index of suspicion in individuals who received IG as post-exposure prophylaxis is necessary, and extending the monitoring period (e.g., to 28 days after exposure) is considered in some settings.^[3](#CIT0003)^

Currently there is a global shortage of plasma-derived products. Where available, IG therapy can be expensive, requiring cold chain and sterile materials for storage and administration.^[88](#CIT0088)^ An infusion of IGIV additionally requires hospitalization and monitoring of the patient\'s clinical status, which increases costs further. Finally, unlike the manufacturing practices that are applied to vaccines, there are no WHO quality standards for IG as a product that can be used by regulators.

### Special considerations {#S0003-S2004-S3004}

IG does not confer long-lasting immunity against measles, so IG recipients should be vaccinated to be protected against subsequent measles exposures (provided the vaccine is not otherwise contraindicated, and the person is age-appropriate). Because IG interferes with the immune response to vaccination, immunization is delayed according to country-specific guidelines. In Australia, vaccination is postponed for at least 5 months depending on the dose of IG administered,^[1](#CIT0001)^ and in the United States, vaccination is delayed for at least 6 months after IGIM and 8 months after IGIV.^[78](#CIT0078)^ Canadian guidelines recommend different time-periods depending on the dose as well as the type of product and route of administration.^[89](#CIT0089)^

Outbreak response guidelines from elimination settings recommend the routine use of IG as a measles prevention strategy for susceptible contacts, but in contrast to vaccination, IG is not recommended to control the spread of measles during outbreaks.^[78](#CIT0078)^

Exclusion measures among exposed individuals who received appropriate post-exposure prophylaxis (vaccine or immunoglobulin) {#S0004}
===========================================================================================================================

Deciding on the exclusion of persons who receive post-exposure vaccination or immunoglobulin appropriately---i.e., within the recommended time periods of three and six days, respectively---is challenging. These individuals may still develop disease and become infectious, yet they may be less contagious. In general, lifting of quarantine or exclusion measures is acceptable if these individuals are returning to settings where population immunity is high and where there risk of transmission to individuals at risk for severe disease is low. Often, allowing persons to return to different settings serves as an incentive for these persons to receive post-exposure prophylaxis. Australian and Canadian guidelines, for example, allow the return of persons who received timely post-exposure prophylaxis (both vaccine or immunoglobulin) to early childhood care and education services, including primary schools ([Table 1](#T0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)^ U.S. guidelines are stricter, in that persons are permitted to return to childcare, school, or work after vaccine post-exposure prophylaxis, but the setting\'s immunity levels, intensity of contact, and the presence of populations at risk need to be considered before allowing persons to return after immunoglobulin post-exposure prophylaxis ([Table 1](#T0001)).^[3](#CIT0003)^ In addition, Canadian and U.S. guidelines specifically recommended susceptible persons not return to healthcare settings after receipt of either vaccine or immunoglobulin.^[2](#CIT0002),[3](#CIT0003)^ Irrespective of the decision, persons who receive post-exposure prophylaxis should be monitored for signs and symptoms consistent with measles, and recommended to self-isolate at home from the onset of prodromal symptoms as soon as measles is suspected.^[1](#CIT0001),[3](#CIT0003)^

Laboratory confirmation of measles during outbreaks {#S0004-S2001}
---------------------------------------------------

### Guidance {#S0004-S2001-S3001}

In low-incidence settings, it is vital to pursue laboratory confirmation of all suspected cases of measles. Both a serum sample and a sample for virologic detection should be collected at first contact with every suspected case and forwarded to the laboratory as soon as possible ([Table 1](#T0001)). The most commonly used methods to confirm a measles virus infection are detection of measles-specific immunoglobulin M (IgM) in serum by enzyme immunoassay (EIA) and detection of measles RNA by real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). The preferred specimens for RT-PCR are throat or nasopharyngeal swabs, but urine samples are also acceptable ([Table 1](#T0001)). These assays can usually be performed in 3--4 hours, and a positive result for detection of measles IgM or RNA, plus a clinically compatible illness, confirms a measles case.^[1](#CIT0001),[3](#CIT0003),[4](#CIT0004)^

Other laboratory tests that can confirm a measles virus infection are seroconversion or demonstration of a fourfold rise in IgG titers in paired serum samples and isolation of measles virus in cell culture. The former is used less frequently because of the logistical challenges of collecting multiple serum samples. Virus isolation requires a laboratory that is equipped for cell culture and results from virus isolation may not be available for several weeks.

If the RT-PCR test is positive, it is usually possible to determine the genotype of the measles virus associated with the case. Genotype and sequencing information can help track transmission pathways, link or unlink cases and outbreaks, and identify the source of the virus. Sequence data are submitted to a global sequence database, MeaNS,^[90](#CIT0090)^ which allows rapid tracking of lineages (referred to as named strains) of measles virus between and among countries.^[91](#CIT0091)^

### Challenges {#S0004-S2001-S3002}

In areas with low measles disease burden, serologic testing has a poor positive predictive value and confounds the interpretation of measles-specific IgM testing.^[2](#CIT0002),[92](#CIT0092)^ In the absence of clinically compatible symptoms or a clear epidemiological link to a laboratory-confirmed case, false-positive IgM results are common.^[2](#CIT0002),[92](#CIT0092)^ Thus, it is important to restrict laboratory testing to persons likely to have measles (e.g., those with a febrile rash illness and risk factors such as travel or being unvaccinated) and to obtain routinely specimens for RT-PCR testing along with serological samples.^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^ In this context, when confirming a diagnosis of measles with a positive IgM, Canada has specified the requirement of an appropriate exposure (epidemiological-link to another case or travel history), in addition to measles-compatible symptoms.^[2](#CIT0002),[92](#CIT0092)^ Conversely, because measles is rare in elimination settings, suspected cases with a positive IgM necessitate detailed epidemiological investigations for an unrecognized exposure, and they may require additional diagnostic testing before being ruled out.^[2](#CIT0002),[4](#CIT0004),[92](#CIT0092)^

Appropriately-timed laboratory testing is a challenge when case burden is high, but is essential for disease confirmation during outbreaks. Measles IgM antibodies appear in serum within 1--4 days after rash onset and can be detected up to 6--8 weeks after rash. Depending on the sensitivity of the assay used, a proportion of serum samples collected within 72 hours after rash onset may give negative results in an individual with measles. If a negative result is obtained from serum collected within 72 hours after rash onset, it is recommended that a second serum be collected \>72 hours after rash onset ([Table 1](#T0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)-[4](#CIT0004)^ As opposed to IgM, RNA detection is more likely to be successful when specimens are collected within three days after rash onset ([Table 1](#T0001)), although RNA can be detected as late as 10--12 days after rash onset in some cases. While detection of measles virus RNA confirms a diagnosis of measles, a negative RT-PCR result does not rule out measles because the sensitivity of the method is greatly affected by the timing of specimen collection and by the quality of specimen processing, handling, and shipping.^[3](#CIT0003)^

During outbreaks, potentially exposed individuals may be vaccinated as part of the outbreak response; approximately 5% will develop rash and fever from vaccination. Because serologic testing is unable to determine whether antibodies were induced by infection or vaccination, determination of the measles genotype provides the only means to distinguish between wild-type virus infection and a rash caused by recent measles vaccination. Since all measles vaccines are genotype A, a genotype that is no longer circulating, RT-PCR followed by sequence analysis can confirm the presence of wild-type or vaccine measles virus. In these situations, genotyping is generally recommended when vaccine was given within 2--3 weeks before rash onset ([Table 1](#T0001)).^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^ RT-PCR and sequencing typically take 24--48 hours to complete, but recently, a new real-time RT-PCR assay has been introduced that can identify vaccine viruses in 3--4 hours.^[93](#CIT0093)^ Of note, human-to-human transmission of the measles vaccine virus has not been documented.^[94](#CIT0094)^

### Special considerations {#S0004-S2001-S3003}

In elimination settings, most measles cases are in unvaccinated individuals, although some confirmed cases occur among vaccinated or presumptively immune individuals; in recent years in the United States and Canada, for example, 5% and 8% of measles cases had received 1 dose and 5% and 9% had received 2 doses of a measles-containing vaccine, respectively (74% and 63% were unvaccinated).^[95](#CIT0095),[96](#CIT0096)^ Suspected measles cases among vaccinated individuals may require additional laboratory testing for confirmation and/or classification. The IgM response in measles-infected vaccinated persons may be brief and/or diminished, and thus a negative IgM result does not rule out measles; detection of measles RNA by RT-PCR may be the best method to confirm these cases.^[3](#CIT0003)^ Confirmed measles in a previously vaccinated individual can be classified as a primary vaccine failure by measurement of low-avidity measles IgG antibody.^[38](#CIT0038)^ Individuals with confirmed measles and a prior immunologic response to measles (i.e., reinfection cases) can be identified by the presence of high-avidity measles IgG antibody. A reinfection case in an individual who had measurable specific antibodies after documented vaccination constitutes a secondary vaccine failure. In some reinfection cases, results from the IgM EIA or RT-PCR may be unavailable or inconclusive. If these cases have high-avidity measles IgG, a diagnosis of reinfection is supported by measuring neutralizing antibody concentrations of ≥40,000 mIU/mL.^[97](#CIT0097)^

The presence of measles-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) indicates measles immunity; thus, IgG antibody testing before vaccination is sometimes considered for contacts who have an unknown vaccination history. Most often, however, serologic screening of contacts during an outbreak is not recommended, since it is generally not feasible to obtain the results in a timely manner without delaying post-exposure prophylaxis.^[1](#CIT0001),[3](#CIT0003)^ In addition, vaccination is safe in individuals who are immune.^[1](#CIT0001)^ If IgG testing is performed, the results can inform need for a second vaccine dose.^[3](#CIT0003)^ Serologic screening to determine immunity is particularly discouraged following exposures in healthcare settings by U.S. guidelines,^[3](#CIT0003)^ however, Canadian guidelines recommend IgG testing for the management of measles contacts in healthcare settings ([Table 3](#T0003)).^[2](#CIT0002)^ Overall, rapid IgG testing is considered more suitable prior to immunoglobulin administration,^[3](#CIT0003)^ particularly for immunocompromised persons with uncertain immunization histories,^[1](#CIT0001)^ and as long as immunoglobulin administration is not delayed. IgG testing may also be useful for persons who do not have written documentation of vaccination but who believe they were previously vaccinated and prefer not to be given another dose; a positive result would allow them to return to school or other setting where an outbreak is occurring. 10.1080/21645515.2018.1474310-T0003Table 3.General guidance for measles outbreak control in healthcare settings in three elimination settings.StrategyUnited StatesCanadaAustraliaExposure• Closed settings• Room or enclosed space• Shared defined air-space • ≤2 hours after infectious case left• ≤2 hours after infectious case left• ≤30 minutes after infectious case leftIsolation of case-patients while in hospital• Airborne precautions• Airborne precautions• Airborne precautions • Through 4 days after rash onset• Onset of symptoms to ≤4 days after rash onset• Through 4 days after rash onsetCaring for isolated case-patient• Only staff who are immune• Only staff who are immune• Only staff who are immune • N95 respirator even if immune• No additional precautions (respirators) needed Transporting infectious case-patient• Should wear a mask• NS• Should wear a maskIsolation (quarantine) of exposed susceptible patients while in hospital• Airborne precautions• Airborne precautions• Airborne precautions • Through 21 days after exposure• ≥5 days to ≤21 days after last exposure^,^• Through 18 days after last exposureExclusion of case-staff from facility• Through 4 days after rash onset• Through 4 days after rash onset• Through 4 days after rash onsetExclusion of exposed susceptible staff from facility and patient contact• ≥5 days to ≤21 days after exposure• ≥5 days to ≤21 days after last exposure^,^• Through 18 days after last exposurePost-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) of susceptible contacts   -Vaccine•  ≤72 hours of first exposure• ≤72 hours of first exposure (implied)• ≤72 hours of first exposure-Immunoglobulin (IG)• ≤6 days of exposure• ≤6 days of exposure (implied)• ≤6 days of exposureReturn of isolated patients to floor after timely PEP• Allowed in hospital settings (implied)• Not allowed in hospital settings• Allowed in hospital settings (implied)Return of excluded staff to work after timely PEP• Not allowed in hospital settings• Not allowed in hospital settings• Allowed in hospital settings (implied)[^18][^19][^20][^21][^22][^23]

Use of oral fluid testing for seroprevalence studies^[98](#CIT0098)^ and for diagnostic and genotyping purposes^[99](#CIT0099)--[104](#CIT0104)^ has proven valuable in a several European countries over the last decade. Collection of oral fluid specimens is less invasive than collection of serum and self-collection of oral fluid is possible.^[105](#CIT0105)^ Another advantage is that oral fluid is a good sample for detection of measles viral RNA by RT-PCR. Therefore, oral fluid may play an increasing role for laboratory confirmation of measles, and in monitoring population immunity and identifying subpopulations at risk for measles in other settings.^[106](#CIT0106)^ Use of oral fluid for detection of measles-specific IgM in a point-of-care test may also prove valuable for the early recognition of and response to measles cases and outbreaks.^[107](#CIT0107),[108](#CIT0108)^

Containment strategies in healthcare settings {#S0005}
=============================================

Because healthcare workers are at a higher risk of both being exposed to measles and of transmitting the virus to persons at risk of severe disease (e.g., immunocompromised persons), guidelines for measles control in healthcare facilities are generally stricter.^[109](#CIT0109),[110](#CIT0110)^ Ideally, providers and administrative staff of healthcare facilities should be fully vaccinated or have other presumptive evidence of immunity.^[1](#CIT0001)--[4](#CIT0004),[110](#CIT0110)^ Documenting evidence of immunity to measles is recommended for all persons working in healthcare settings who have potential for exposure to patients and/or infectious materials.^[1](#CIT0001)--[3](#CIT0003)^ In some settings, vaccination may be a condition of employment.^[2](#CIT0002)^ During healthcare facility measles outbreaks in elimination settings, the following control measures and procedures are undertaken (details are included in [Table 3](#T0003)). Immediate review of evidence of measles immunity among staff to ensure compliance with recommendations.^[1](#CIT0001),[3](#CIT0003),[110](#CIT0110)^ To expedite control measures, staff immunization records should be readily available in computerized form at the facility for easy access.^[3](#CIT0003)^Vaccination of healthcare personnel without evidence of immunity.^[1](#CIT0001)--[3](#CIT0003),[110](#CIT0110)^Identification and follow-up of potentially exposed persons (e.g., patients, healthcare personnel). Exposures may occur in waiting areas, emergency departments, wards, patient rooms, and laboratory or radiology areas. Healthcare personnel include but aren\'t limited to physicians, nurses, nursing assistants, technicians, volunteers, trainees, clerical staff, and environmental services staff^[1](#CIT0001),[3](#CIT0003),[110](#CIT0110)^ Some exposed patients may have been discharged, and other exposed persons may be visitors.^[1](#CIT0001)^Provision of post-exposure prophylaxis (vaccine or immunoglobulin) to susceptible contacts. Vaccination includes giving a second dose to healthcare workers that have received only one dose of a measles-containing vaccine.^[1](#CIT0001),[2](#CIT0002)^Isolation of case-patients and of exposed susceptible patients in airborne infection isolation rooms.^[1](#CIT0001),[2](#CIT0002),[109](#CIT0109)^Exclusion of exposed susceptible healthcare personnel and those with known or suspected measles from the facility.^[1](#CIT0001),[2](#CIT0002)^Active surveillance, including prompt testing of patients and staff with prodromal symptoms; suspected cases are treated as confirmed pending laboratory results.^[1](#CIT0001)^Implementation of control measures within the facility. Hospitals usually have the main responsibility for implementing these measures in their facility;^[1](#CIT0001)^ these may be coordinated by occupational health in consultation with local health departments.^[2](#CIT0002)^

Conclusions {#S0006}
===========

Until measles is eradicated globally, importations of measles virus will relentlessly challenge herd immunity and public health systems in all countries that have achieved or are close to achieving elimination of endemic measles transmission. Responding to measles outbreaks can be enormously expensive and disruptive to health services and society. To achieve maximal impact from reactive outbreak response strategies to limit the scale of outbreaks---in terms of case numbers, morbidity, and generations of transmission---it is critical to have sensitive public health surveillance operating reliably and universally to rapidly detect and vigorously respond to every suspected measles case. The relatively short incubation period of measles, the remarkable infectiousness of the virus, and the reality that transmission is occurring for four days before typical rash onset, demand immediate investigation, action, and resourcing akin to responding to a public health emergency.

However, although necessary, outbreak management is often insufficient to control measles virus transmission. Despite even formidable responsive efforts, the measles virus is adroit at discovering permissive transmission environments, with effective reproduction numbers approaching or exceeding one, and sleuthing out any existing immunity gaps. The only truly foolproof means to limit the extent of measles outbreaks and the contingent morbidity, mortality, and economic burden posed by measles importations in all countries is to maintain, via high immunization coverage, robust herd immunity throughout the population. It is thus essential to interrogate every outbreak and patterns of outbreaks, so as to pinpoint communities with geographical or shared socio-cultural features that are consistently missing out on the benefits of measles vaccination, or to identify settings allowing a greater opportunity for measles transmission.^[111](#CIT0111)^ Targeting vaccination strategies to fill these immunity gaps can be a valuable legacy of thorough outbreak investigations.
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[^1]: Note: NS = Not Specified. Information comes from References 1--4.

[^2]: Guidance may vary at the state/local or provincial/territorial levels.

[^3]: MMR vaccine may be recommended for infants aged 6 months through 11 months as post-exposure prophylaxis if administered within 72 hours of exposure in place of IG.

[^4]: If MMR is given prior to 12 months of age, two additional doses separated by at least 4 weeks must be administered after 12 months of age.

[^5]: MMR vaccine is recommended for infants aged ≥9 months.

[^6]: I.e., lowering the age of vaccination and as opposed to giving vaccine as post-exposure prophylaxis.

[^7]: Regardless of immunologic or vaccination status, because they might not be protected by the vaccine.

[^8]: IG is given to infants \<6 months if the mother contracts measles or is known to be non-immune.

[^9]: IG is given to infants from birth to 5 months of age if mother has \<2 MMR vaccine doses and no history of past measles infection, or tests negative for IgG (otherwise, no IG), and to infants aged 6 to 8 months.

[^10]: These individuals cannot return to health care settings.

[^11]: Immunocompromised children or staff should be excluded regardless of measles vaccination status or receipt of IG until 14 days after rash onset in the last case.

[^12]: A second serum should be collected \>72 hours after rash onset if a negative result is obtained from serum collected within 72 hours after rash onset.

[^13]: Three weeks prior to illness onset implied.

[^14]: Two maximum incubation periods (21 days from exposure to rash).

[^15]: Two incubation periods (14 days from exposure to rash) and the maximum period of communicability (4 days post-rash).

[^16]: Isolation: Separation of ill persons known or suspected to be infectious to limit the spread of disease to others; quarantine: Separation or restriction of movement of potentially exposed susceptible persons who are well but who might become ill and infectious in order to limit the spread of disease to others; exclusion: Restriction of susceptible persons (exposed or unexposed) from specific outbreak settings to protect them from exposure to a disease or to reduce the risk of spreading the disease to others in those settings.

[^17]: Here, and in the rest of the document, we refer specifically to national measles control guidelines from Australia, Canada, the United States, and the Region of the Americas. Of note, guidance may vary at the state/local or provincial/territorial levels.

[^18]: Note: NS = Not specified; Information comes from References 1--3, 93--94.

[^19]: E.g., waiting area, assessment room, ward.

[^20]: Negative-pressure room; if unavailable, a single room with the door closed and away from susceptible contacts.

[^21]: Regardless of whether they received post-exposure prophylaxis (vaccine or immunoglobulin).

[^22]: In Canada, healthcare workers and patients with no documented doses of a measles-containing vaccine, no other evidence of immunity, or with 1 documented dose, are recommended to be tested for measles IgG antibody, receive one dose of MMR vaccine, and excluded from work (staff) or isolated (patients) pending results. If IgG results are positive, healthcare workers and patients are allowed to return; if negative, healthcare workers and patients should be vaccinated with a second dose (28 days after the first dose), and excluded (staff) or isolated (patients) regardless of whether they received post-exposure prophylaxis.

[^23]: Did not receive vaccine within 72 hours or immunoglobulin within 6 days.
